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Abstract: It has been documented that large-artery stiffness is independently associated with increased cardiovascular risk and may 
potentially lead to heart and kidney failure and cerebrovascular disease. A systematic review of studies investigating changes in arterial 
stiffness in patients undergoing endovascular repair of aortic disease was conducted. In addition, a review of the available literature was 
performed, analyzing findings from studies using the cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) as a marker of arterial stiffness. Overall, 26 studies 
were included in the present analysis. Our research revealed a high heterogeneity of included studies regarding the techniques used to assess 
the aortic stiffness. Aortic stiffness was assessed by pulse wave velocity (PWV), elastic modulus (Ep), and augmentation index (AI). 
Currently a few studies exist investigating the role of CAVI in patients having an aortic aneurysm or undergoing endovascular aortic repair. 
The majority of studies showed that the treatment of an abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) either with open repair (OR) or endovascular 
aortic repair (EVAR) reduces aortic compliance significantly. Whether EVAR reconstruction might contribute a higher effect on arterial 
stiffness compared to OR needs further focused research. An increase of arterial stiffness was uniformly observed in studies investigating 
patients following thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR), and the effect was more pronounced in young patients. The effects of 
increased arterial stiffness after EVAR and TEVAR on the heart and the central hemodynamic, and an eventual effect on cardiac systolic 
function, need to be further investigated and evaluated in large studies and special groups of patients. 
Keywords: arterial stiffness, pulse wave velocity, PWV, cardio-ankle vascular index, CAVI, augmentation index, AI, aortic aneurysm, 
endovascular aortic aneurysm repair, EVAR, thoracic endovascular aortic aneurysm repair, TEVAR

Introduction
It is well known and documented that large-artery stiffness increases with age, atherosclerosis, and in certain disease 
states, and is independently associated with increased cardiovascular risk.1,2 Large-artery stiffening plays a significant 
role in hemodynamic dysfunction characterized by excess pulsatility and may potentially lead to heart and kidney failure 
and cerebrovascular disease.1 Moreover, guidelines from the Japanese Society of Hypertension state that an increase of 
pulse wave velocity (PWV) is an indicator of organ damage and could be used for further evaluation of risk assessment.2

Several methods have been suggested to assess arterial stiffness, such as pressure-strain elastic modulus (Ep), stiffness 
parameter (β), pulse wave velocity (PWV), and vascular compliance (Cv). PWV is regarded as the simplest and most widely 
applied technique.3–7 Cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) is a technique used to assess the PWV, based on the stiffness 
parameter β. CAVI reflects the stiffness of the entire aorta and leg arteries (from the ascending segment to the tibial arteries) 
and has the advantage of being less affected by blood pressure at the time of measurement.8 However, it was recently 
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suggested that CAVI is still intrinsically affected by blood pressure, leading to the introduction of CAVI0. It is believed to be 
effective as a CAVI enhancement in improving the pressure-independent evaluation of arterial stiffness.9

In recent decades, the endovascular repair for the treatment of thoracic (TEVAR) and abdominal aortic aneurysms 
(EVAR) has emerged as a competitive alternative to open surgery in both acute and elective settings, and is often the 
approach of choice for high-risk patients.10 The currently available stent-grafts used for aortic aneurysm exclusion 
consist of a metallic skeleton (stainless steel, nitinol) and a fabric cover (ePTFE, polyester). Clinical studies focusing on 
measuring and documenting the variations in arterial stiffness in patients with thoracic or abdominal aortic aneurysms, 
the impact of the treatment option, as well as the association with cardiovascular outcomes and events are scarce. The 
aim of the present study is a systematic presentation of the currently available literature focusing on: (1) Studies 
assessing arterial stiffness in patients with abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) and the impact of treatment option on 
its changes; and (2) Studies assessing arterial stiffness before and after thoracic endovascular aneurysm repair (TEVAR).

Materials and Methods
Search Strategy
Studies were identified by searching electronic databases and scanning bibliographic references of articles. The National 
Library of Medicine’s Medline database was searched using the PubMed interface and SCOPUS from 1992 to 2023. No 
language constraints were used. The last search was run on July 20, 2023. Keywords were selected using medical subject 
headings (MeSH) for PubMed and MeSH/Emtree for Scopus. The keywords “arterial stiffness”, “pulse wave velocity”, 
“PWV”, and “CAVI” “cardio-ankle vascular index” were combined with “AAA”, “TAAA”, “aortic aneurysm”, “EVAR”, 
and “TEVAR”. The databases were searched with an unrestricted search strategy, applying exploded MeSH and 
keywords combined with the Boolean operators AND or OR to retrieve relevant reports as reported in Table 1. A second- 
level search included a manual screen of the reference lists of the articles identified through the electronic search. 
Eligibility assessment was performed independently in an unblinded standardized manner by 2 reviewers; disagreements 
between reviewers were resolved by consensus.

Results
The search identified 431 records in total after application of the inclusion criteria and the control for duplicates. The 
literature search strategy is outlined in a study flow diagram (Figure 1). A total of 26 studies fulfilled the inclusion 
criteria. The selected studies were published between 2004 and 2023, reflecting study periods extending from 2002 to 
2022.

Table 1 Search Strategy and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) Used for the Analysis

Search Strategy Results

MEDLINE (PubMed)

1 (“CAVI”[All Fields] OR “cardio-ankle vascular index”[All Fields] OR “PWV”[All Fields] OR “pulse-wave velocity”[All Fields] 

OR (“vascular stiffness”[MeSH Terms] OR (“vascular”[All Fields] AND “stiffness”[All Fields]) OR “vascular stiffness”[All 

Fields] OR (“arterial”[All Fields] AND “stiffness”[All Fields]) OR “arterial stiffness”[All Fields])

23,793

2 (“TAAA”[All Fields] OR “AAA”[All Fields] OR (“aortic aneurysm”[MeSH Terms] OR (“aortic”[All Fields] AND 

“aneurysm”[All Fields]) OR “aortic aneurysm”[All Fields]) OR “EVAR”[All Fields] OR (“endovascular aneurysm 
repair”[MeSH Terms] OR (“endovascular”[All Fields] AND “aneurysm”[All Fields] AND “repair”[All Fields]) OR 

“endovascular aneurysm repair”[All Fields] OR “tevar”[All Fields] OR “tevars”[All Fields])

90,242

3 #1 AND #2 407

SCOPUS

TITLE-ABS-KEY: (PWV OR pulse-wave velocity OR CAVI OR cardio-ankle vascular index OR arterial stiffness) AND (aortic aneurysm) 90
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Aortic stiffness was assessed by pulse wave velocity (PWV). The research revealed, however, heterogeneity among 
studies regarding the techniques used. Various levels of PWV measurement were used; between carotid and femoral 
(carotid-femoral), carotid and brachial (carotid-brachial), carotid and radial (carotid-radial), ankle and brachial (brachial- 
ankle), and heart central and carotid. CAVI was investigated in only a few studies in patients with an aortic aneurysm.

Studies Assessing Arterial Stiffness in Patients with AAA, Before and After Treatment
The review identified 16 studies (Table 2) reporting the influence of abdominal endografts, following EVAR, on arterial 
stiffness.5,11–25 Development of an aortic aneurysm could affect the arterial stiffness resulting in increased cardiovascular 
risk. Aykan et al investigated arterial stiffness by measuring the CAVI, in a cross-sectional study involving 59 subjects 
with abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) and 32 healthy subjects. The CAVI was significantly higher in AAA patients 
than in controls, positively correlated with AAA diameter, and negatively correlated with left ventricular ejection 
fraction.26 Moreover, in a recent original study CAVI values obtained from patients with AAA were found to be 
statistically higher than in control subjects (healthy adults, adjusted for age and gender).14

Regarding the changes in arterial stiffness associated with AAA treatment, it has been described that EVAR is related to 
increased arterial stiffness as a result of the endograft implantation.5,21,22 When compared to healthy controls, patients 
undergoing EVAR seem to have higher measured levels of PWV5 and AI.21 Sekhri et al, in 2004, were the first to correlate 
endograft implantation for aortic aneurysm repair to aortic stiffness.11 In this pilot study, of a 38-patient cohort, it was shown 
that the treatment of the aortic aneurysm with open or endovascular technique reduces aortic compliance significantly. Also, 

Figure 1 Study flow chart.
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Table 2 Studies Assessing Arterial Stiffness in Patients with AAA, Before and After Treatment

Author, 
Publication 
Year

Total 
N

Subgroups (n) Groups of Interest Techniques 
for Arterial 

Stiffness 
Assessment

Adjunct meas. Conclusions

Sekhri et al 
200411

38 Pre-repair (20) 
Post-OR (6) 

Post-EVAR (18) 
Endoleaks (6) 

No endoleaks (12)

OR vs EVAR, 
pre- and post-EVAR 

Endoleaks vs no 
endoleaks

Ep (elastic 
modulus) 

β (stiffness)

NR ● Ep and beta were significantly 

higher in successful EVAR than 
in open repair

● A massive increase in Ep and β 
was observed in the presence of 

detectable endoleak.
● Sacs with endoleaks were signif-

icantly less compliant

Van 
Herwaarden 
et al 200618

11 EVAR (11) Pre- and post-EVAR Dynamic MRA 
Ep, 

β

NR ● EVAR results in increased aneur-
ysm sac Ep and β

● Stent-graft design seems to alter 
Ep and β within the aneurysm 
neck

● The presence of an endoleak does 
not seem to have an effect on Ep 
or β

Lantelme 
et al 200919

50 OR (39) 
EVAR (11)

OR vs EVAR Pulse wave 
velocity (PWV) 

(carotid-radial 
and carotid- 

femoral) 
AI

NR ● AI increased after stent-graft 
implantation and decreased 
after graft-prosthesis placement

● Stent-grafts (EVAR) increase 
reflected waves more than graft- 

prostheses (OR)

Moloney 
et al 201120

19 OR (12) 
EVAR (7)

OR vs EVAR Applanation 
tonometry 

laser Doppler 
fluximetry 

(LDF) 

AI

NR ● Aortic grafting resulted in 
a decreased AI

Kadoglou 
et al 20125

81 EVAR (48) 
Controls (31)

EVAR vs controls 
Pre- and post-EVAR

PWV (carotid- 
femoral)

Biomarkers ● Patients with AAA present with 
significantly elevated PWV levels 

compared to controls
● EVAR was related to an increase 

in PWV

Lee et al 
201321

102 EVAR (51) 
Controls (51)

EVAR vs controls 
Pre- and post-EVAR

PWV (carotid- 
femoral, 

brachial-ankle, 
carotid- 
brachial)

Wave reflection (carotid 
AI (cAI), carotid 

augmentation pressure, 
backward pressure wave 
(Pb), forward pressure 

wave)

● ba-PWV is less likely influenced 
by the presence of AAA

● AAA does not increase but may 
actually slightly decrease the 
magnitude of wave reflections at 

the central aorta
● Pb is less likely influenced by the 

presence of AAA than cAI
● Stent-graft might slightly 

increase wave reflections by 
inducing a positive reflection

● EVAR may correct the impacts 
of AAA on cf-PWV and cAI

(Continued)
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Table 2 (Continued). 

Author, 
Publication 
Year

Total 
N

Subgroups (n) Groups of Interest Techniques 
for Arterial 

Stiffness 
Assessment

Adjunct meas. Conclusions

Kadoglou 
et al 201422

124 EVAR (118) 
- PTFE (46) 

- Polyester (72)

Pre- and post-EVAR 
PTFE vs polyester fabric

PWV (carotid- 
femoral)

Biomarkers ● Arterial stiffness was positively 
associated with mean blood 
pressure, age, OPG, and AAA 

size
● Endograft implantation seemed 

to further increase PWV
● The latter effect was indepen-

dently associated with the 

polyester endograft type and 
accompanied by deteriorated 
inflammatory response

Takeda et al 
201423

40 EVAR (30) 
TEVAR (10)

Pre- and post-EVAR 
Pre- and post-TEVAR

PWV (brachial- 
ankle)

Echocardiography ● EVAR raised aortic vascular stiff-
ness, induced LV hypertrophy, 
and impaired LV diastolic func-
tion without an elevation of BP 
in the short term, and 1 year 

after
● Low LV distensibility at baseline 

may be related to the impair-
ment of exercise tolerance after 
EVAR

Gray et al 
201624

34 OR (15) 
EVAR (19)

OR vs EVAR PWV (carotid- 
femoral)

NR ● EVAR patients have 
a significantly higher postopera-

tive PWV than those undergoing 
OR

Hori et al 
201925

25 EVAR (25) Pre- and post-EVAR PWV (brachial- 
ankle)

NR ● High postoperative PWV was 

independently associated with 
sac enlargement, whereas low 
preoperative PWV was asso-
ciated with sac shrinkage

Valdivia et al 
201912

44 OR (19) 

EVAR (25)

OR vs EVAR PWV (carotid- 

radial) 
AI 

Central aortic 
pressure

Biomarkers ● No significant changes in PWV 
and central blood pressures

Marketou 
et al 202113

73 OR (12) 

EVAR (61)

OR vs EVAR PWV (carotid- 

femoral)

Echocardiography – GLS 

(global longitudinal 
strain)

● Both EVAR and open AAA 
repair are followed by an 
immediate deterioration of LV 
GLS that is related to an 

increase in aortic stiffness
● AAA repair leads not only to an 

increase in aortic stiffness, as 
measured by the increase in 

PWV, but also to reduced car-
diac systolic function

(Continued)
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EVAR appeared to cause significantly higher levels of elastic modulus (Ep) and aortic stiffness (β) compared to OR. Moreover, 
when EVAR was associated with the presence of endoleak a massive increase was reported in Ep and β, leading to the 
conclusion that sacs with endoleak were significantly less compliant. A few years later, in 2006, a study utilizing dynamic 
magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) for arterial stiffness measurement reported that the presence of an endoleak would 
not affect Ep or β.18 Nevertheless, these studies agreed that EVAR results in Ep and β increase at the level of the 
aneurysmal sac.

Increased aortic vascular stiffness after EVAR, as measured by PWV, was also reported in a 2014 study that additionally 
documented an induced left ventricular hypertrophy and impaired diastolic dysfunction.23 Holewijn et al highlighted the 
cardiovascular risk due to PWV increase after EVAR compared to baseline, which remained increased during the 1-year 
follow-up.15 Nevertheless, in this study, no differences in central pressure, augmentation index, or subendocardial viability 
ratio were reported. Furthermore, the type of the fabric cover has been found to play a role in the increase of arterial stiffness 
after EVAR. In a previous study at our center, polyester grafts were found to further increase PWV, when compared to PTFE 
grafts, and were associated to worse inflammatory response.22

Recently, PWV has been utilized to investigate its effect on sac behavior following EVAR.16,17,25 In a 2018 study of 
a 25-patient cohort, low preoperative PWV was associated to sac shrinkage after EVAR, whilst high postoperative PWV 
was an independent factor associated to sac enlargement.25 More recent studies with larger cohorts corroborate these 
findings, indicating that arterial stiffness is one of the key factors influencing sac behavior postoperatively16 and that 
PWV may be a useful tool for assessing the risk of future sac growth following EVAR.17

Another important question is whether the treatment strategy applied (EVAR vs OR) has an impact on arterial 
stiffness changes observed after AAA repair. In the attempt to provide an answer to this question, contradictory findings 
were revealed underlining the importance of the arterial stiffness measurement method applied. A recent study assessed 

Table 2 (Continued). 

Author, 
Publication 
Year

Total 
N

Subgroups (n) Groups of Interest Techniques 
for Arterial 

Stiffness 
Assessment

Adjunct meas. Conclusions

Mylonas et al 
202114

213 AAA (110) 
- OR (54) 

- EVAR (56) 
Controls (103)

AAA vs controls 
OR vs EVAR

Cardio-ankle 
vascular index 

(CAVI)

NR ● Increased PWV, expressed with 
CAVI values, for patients with an 
AAA. Significant increase of 

arterial stiffness in EVAR and 
open repair, 48 
h postoperatively

● Significant increase of arterial 
stiffness at 6 months in EVAR 

patients compared to the 
baseline

Holewijn 
et al 202115

20 EVAR (20) Pre- and post-EVAR PWV (carotid- 
femoral) 

AI 

subendocardial 
viability ratio 

(SEVR)

NR ● EVAR caused an increase in 

PWV compared with baseline, 
which remained elevated 
through 1-year follow-up

● No differences in central pres-
sure, AI, and SEVR were 

observed during follow-up

Nishibe et al 
202116

119 EVAR (119) Pre- and post-EVAR PWV (brachial- 
ankle)

NR ● Preoperative PWV was indepen-
dently associated with sac 

shrinkage after EVAR

Ugajin et al 
202217

222 EVAR (222) Pre- and post-EVAR PWV (brachial- 
ankle)

NR ● PWV before EVAR was asso-
ciated with significant sac 

growth after EVAR

Abbreviations: OR, open repair; PWV, pulse wave velocity; AI, augmentation index; NR, not reported.
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the cardio-ankle vascular index (CAVI) before and after surgery in 110 patients undergoing EVAR and open repair. This 
study showed that at 48 hours postoperatively the CAVI values were increased in both groups (EVAR and OR) when 
compared to baseline values. At 6 months of follow-up the CAVI values returned to the baseline for the patients of the 
open repair group. However, in the endovascular group CAVI values remained higher when compared with the baseline 
values.14 Marketou et al found increased arterial stiffness (PWV) in both groups (EVAR and OR), and they also recorded 
a deterioration of left ventricular total longitudinal strain (GLS) which is an important diagnostic and prognostic marker 
of early systolic dysfunction.13 The authors concluded that AAA repair leads not only to an increase in aortic stiffness, 
measured by the increase in pulse wave velocity, but also to reduced cardiac systolic function.13

Further studies showed that the EVAR conferred a higher effect on arterial stiffness compared to OR. Sekhri et al 
found that elastic modulus (Ep) and stiffness beta were significantly higher in successful EVARs than in open repair, and 
sacs with endoleaks were significantly less compliant.11 Gray et al documented a significantly higher postoperative PWV 
measurement in EVAR patients compared to OR, posing the concern of the long-term effects on cardiovascular morbidity 
in patients undergoing endovascular repair.24 In addition, Lantelme et al found that the augmentation index increased 
after endograft implantation and decreased after graft prosthesis placement, concluding that stent-grafts (EVAR) increase 
reflected waves more than graft-prostheses (OR).19 Moloney et al showed in their study that, in both EVAR and OR, 
replacement of the aneurysmal aorta resulted in a decreased AI.20

In contrast, Valdivia et al did not find significant changes in carotid-radial pulse wave velocity (PWVCR) and central 
blood pressures for both EVAR and OR in the early term.12 However, they mentioned their concern regarding the use of 
PWVCR as a tool of arterial stiffness measuring post-AAA repair, since the site of repair was off this method’s route.

Studies Assessing Arterial Stiffness in Patients with TAA, Before and After Treatment
The review identified 10 studies (Table 3) reporting the influence of thoracic endografts, following TEVAR, on arterial 
stiffness.27–36 Most studies on TEVAR utilized PWV to measure arterial stiffness.27,28,30,33,35

In 2017, PWV was used for measuring the arterial stiffness in patients following TEVAR for descending thoracic aorta 
disease, showing remarkable increase 6 months postoperatively.27 Hori et al suggest that endoskeleton (stents are mounted 
inside graft fabric) stent-graft design may allow for aneurysm repair with minimal impact on PWV, thereby reducing the risk 
of end-organ damage following endovascular repair.28 Adding to their suggestion, in 202030 they compared exoskeleton 
(metallic stents are mounted outside graft fabric) to endoskeleton endografts, highlighting that postoperatively exoskeleton 
endografts significantly increased PWV in patients undergoing TEVAR for aortic arch aneurysm, while patients who received 
an endoskeleton-type endograft experienced a significantly lower risk of cardiac and cerebrovascular events. This was also 
linked to changes of diastolic dysfunction markers. However, treatment length was not correlated to changes in PWV; this was 
found also in the Yamashita et al study.31 At this point, it should be stated that the method used by Yamashita et al was brachial- 
ankle PWV and thus the site of repair was off the route examined by this method. In contrast, a study has shown that, when the 
endograft is contained in the ascending aorta, there was no deterioration of the whole aorta’s viscoelastic characteristics.32 In 
addition, it was demonstrated more recently that treatment length was an independent factor related to PWV increase.35 The 
same study also showed that treatment site as a sole factor did not have a different effect on PWV.

Another useful tool that emerged recently is four-dimensional (4D) flow magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), utilized 
by two of the most recent studies on TEVAR once again proving the impact of endograft implantation on the 
hemodynamics of the ascending aorta.34,36 Gil-Sala et al, via their long-term follow-up (median 126 months), showed 
that, when compared to matched controls, previously healthy patients who received TEVAR implantation after blunt 
traumatic thoracic aortic injury exhibited increased ascending aortic diameter, length, and volume, as well as increased 
aortic stiffness and aberrant flow patterns throughout the whole thoracic aorta.36

In their study, Tobey et al pioneered the use of intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) for the measurement of aortic 
compliance of the ascending aorta and the aortic arch, following TEVAR, which is inextricably linked to the stiffening of 
the aorta. They demonstrated that thoracic aortic compliance can be properly evaluated by IVUS, and that decreased 
proximal aortic compliance following endograft implantation may be connected to long-term proximal dilatation.29

Since the thoracic aorta is more compliant in younger patients,29 studies speculate that young patients are more likely to be 
affected by the endograft implantation31 and, therefore, congestive cardiac failure and dilated cardiomyopathy post-TEVAR.37 
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Table 3 Studies Assessing Aortic Stiffness in Patients with TAA, Before and After Treatment

Author, 
Publication 
Year

Total 
N

Subgroups Groups of 
Interest, 

Comparison

Techniques for 
Arterial 
Stiffness 

Assessment

Adjunct Meas. Conclusions

Moulakakis 
et al 201727

27 TEVAR (27) Pre- and post- 
TEVAR 

(descending 

TAA)

PWV (carotid- 
femoral)

NT-proBNP 
(N-terminal pro- 

brain natriuretic 

peptide)

● Endovascular treatment of descend-
ing thoracic aortic aneurysms is 

associated with increased NT- 

proBNP levels and arterial stiffness
● No correlation between number of 

stent-grafts and the changes in PWV

Hori et al 
201728

74 TEVAR (74) Pre- and post- 

TEVAR (arch 

AA)

PWV (brachial- 

ankle)

NR ● Endoskeleton stent-graft design may 
provide aneurysm repair with mini-

mum effect on PWV, which may 

result in reduced risk of end-organ 
damage after endovascular repair

Tobey et al 
201929

79 TEVAR (66) Pre- and post- 
TEVAR (arch 

and ascending 

AA)

IVUS - Dynamic 
compliance (Cd)

NR ● Reduced proximal aortic compli-

ance after endograft placement may 
be related to long-term proximal 

dilation

Hori et al 
202030

86 TEVAR (86) 

Exoskeleton (26) 
Endoskeleton (60)

Pre- and post- 

TEVAR (arch 
AA) 

Endoskeleton 

vs 
exoskeleton 

graft

PWV (brachial- 

ankle) 
Echocardiography

NR ● A significant increase in PWV after 

surgery was observed in 

patients receiving an exoskeleton- 
type stent-graft, which was also 

associated with increase in left ven-

tricular volume and decrease in e′, 
which is a measure for diastolic 

dysfunction
● No positive correlation between 

the treatment length and the 

changes in PWV

Yamashita 
et al 202131

64 TEVAR (64) Pre- and post- 

TEVAR

PWV (brachial- 

ankle)

NR ● PWV increased significantly after 
TEVAR, especially in older patients 

with CAD, whereas treatment 

length or device type was not 
a predictor of PWV progression 

after TEVAR

Salvi et al 
202232

60 TEVAR (30) 

Controls (30)

Ascending AA 

repair vs 

controls

PWV (carotid- 

femoral) 

AI 
GRC = bP/fP 

(backward and 

forward wave 
amplitude ratio)

NR ● No worsening of the viscoelastic 
properties of the total aorta was 

observed after insertion of a rigid 

prosthesis in the ascending aorta
● The pressure curves recorded in 

the medium term after surgery are 

comparable to those of the subjects 
of the control group for both PWV 

and morphology

(Continued)
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In a recent study the role of aortic stiffening after TEVAR in young patients is pointed out and, therefore, screening for arterial 
hypertension during follow-up is suggested.32 Endograft placement has a known impact on heart remodeling increasing the 
stress that the left ventricle (LV) receives with each stroke.23,37 N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP)27,33 and 
echocardiography23,30 are useful tools for assessing the impact of arterial stiffening on the heart.

Conclusions
Our review showed that the treatment of an abdominal aortic aneurysm either with open repair or endovascularly is associated 
with an increase of arterial stiffness. An increase of arterial stiffness was uniformly observed in studies investigating patients 
following thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR), and the effect was more pronounced in young patients. The effects of 
increased arterial stiffness after EVAR and TEVAR on the heart and the induced heart remodeling need to be further 
investigated and evaluated in large studies and special groups of patients. Assessing the association of aortic aneurysmal 
disease with arterial stiffness may help prevent future cardiovascular events in these patients.

Table 3 (Continued). 

Author, 
Publication 
Year

Total 
N

Subgroups Groups of 
Interest, 

Comparison

Techniques for 
Arterial 
Stiffness 

Assessment

Adjunct Meas. Conclusions

Youssef 
et al 202033

28 TEVAR (14) 

Controls (14)

TEVAR vs 

controls

PWV NT-proBNP 

Echocardiography

● In young patients, TEVAR after blunt 

traumatic aortic injury (BTAI) may 

cause adverse cardiovascular compli-
cations due to increased aortic 

stiffness
● Screening for arterial hypertension 

during follow-up is recommended

Hiraoka 
et al 202034

46 TEVAR (46) Pre- and post- 
TEVAR

4D flow MRI NR ● The rate of enlargement of the 

ascending aorta may be affected by 
the change in wall shear stress or 

aortic stiffening after TEVAR

Hori et al 
202135

183 TEVAR (183) Pre- and post- 

TEVAR 
(device/site/ 

treatment 

length)

PWV (brachial- 

ankle)

NR ● Najuta thoracic stent-graft did not 

show a significant increase in PWV, 

while other commercially available 
devices showed a significant increase

● The treatment site did not have 

a different effect on PWV
● The treatment length was an inde-

pendent factor associated with an 

increase in PWV

Gil-Sala 
et al 202136

52 TEVAR (26) 

Controls (26)

TEVAR vs 

control

4D 

cardiovascular 
magnetic 

resonance (CMR)

NR ● At long-term follow-up, previously 

healthy patients who underwent 

TEVAR implantation after blunt 
traumatic aortic injury (BTAI) had 

increased diameter, length, and 

volume of the ascending aorta, and 
increased aortic stiffness and 

abnormal flow patterns in the whole 

thoracic aorta compared with 
matched controls

Abbreviations: AA, aortic aneurysm; PWV, pulse wave velocity; AI, augmentation index; NR, not reported.
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